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The Writer is the latest single by Ren Lawton. The track is the final single to be taken from Ren’s debut album, Today 
Today Tomorrow, out on 23rd February 2022.


A thoughtful, delicate song The Writer has an autumnal feel to it, as Ren Lawton gently picks his guitar, his soothing 
vocals taking centre stage. The track builds neatly throughout, showcasing reflective lyrics and organic sounds.


As The Writer closes, wistful harmonica shine alongside piano notes and a comforting steady beat. The Writer is a 
perfect way for Ren Lawton to sign off on what has been a successful campaign. Ren;s earnest, intimate sound has 
gained the attention of Tom Robinson (BBC Radio 6), BBC Wales, BBC Newcastle and BBC Bristol, and press 
support from  the likes of Folk Radio, Thank Folk For That, Americana UK, For Folk’s Sake, Contact Music, Fame 
Magazine and many more.


The brainchild of Conor Owen, Ren Lawton was conceived after Conor had experienced the highs of supporting the 
likes of We Are Scientists and The Subways. With a notable ability to play a varied section of instruments - from 
guitars and trumpet to harmonica and piano - Ren Lawton was a project that would transform Conor’s style of music. 
He was able to create mature vignettes inspired by the great storytellers from music and beyond such as Bob Dylan 
and Frank O‘Connor. The result is debut album, Today Today Tomorrow; a collection of songs, emotive and personal, 
cutting right to the heart of who Conor is.


The Writer is taken from debut album, Today Today Tomorrow, out on 23rd February 2022.
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